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(54) ELECTRONIC COMPONENT

(57) An electronic component which includes a bot-
tom surface, and a plurality of side-surfaces, comprising:
a magnetic-body core (601; 801; 901) including a
plate-shaped portion (611; 811; 911) and a core portion
(612; 812; 912) which extends from the upper surface of
the plate-shaped portion (611; 811; 911); a winding wire
(602; 802; 902) which includes a wound portion (621;
821; 921) wound by a rectangular wire into an Edgewise
winding form and two non-wound portions (622, 623; 822,
823; 922, 923) extending from the wound portion (621;
821; 921) up to two distal ends (622a, 623a; 822a, 823a;
922a, 923a), and of which the core portion (612; 812;
912) is inserted through the wound portion (621; 821;
921); and a magnetic exterior body (603; 803; 903) which
covers at least the wound portion (621; 821; 921) and
the core portion (612; 812; 912), wherein the two
non-wound portions (622, 623; 822, 823; 922, 923) are
respectively arranged along the bottom surface, and at
least one of the side-surfaces, and the portions arranged
along the bottom surface of the two non-wound portions
(622, 623; 822, 823; 922, 923) are electrodes.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present invention contains subject manner
related to Japanese Patent Application JP2015-033415
filed in the Japanese Patent Office on February 23, 2015,
the entire contents of which being incorporated herein
by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Description of the Related Art:

[0002] For a certain electronic component, a winding
wire is assembled onto a core and an exterior body for
the winding wire and the core is mold-formed by a mag-
netic material.
[0003] In addition, for a certain electronic component,
there is used a winding wire formed by winding a rectan-
gular wire into a double flat form (that is, a wire which is
formed into two layers by a Flatwise-Winding method) in
which there is provided an electrode terminal formed by
a separate member in order to enable a surface mounting
thereof and the exterior body is mold-formed in which the
end portions of the winding wire are connected to the
electrode terminal (for example, see Patent Document 1
(US unexamined patent publication No. 2011/0005064)).

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] With regard to the manufacturing method of the
surface-mounted electronic component as mentioned
above, there is sometimes employed a process for vis-
ually confirming (namely, by a visual examination or by
an image recognition examination mechanically) a solder
fillet formed at a side-surface exposed-portion which is
a conductive portion exposed from the bottom surface of
the electronic component to the side surface thereof
when the electronic component is surface mounted.
[0005] The abovementioned electronic component
has a substantially rectangular-parallelepiped shape in
which: side-surface exposed-portions are respectively
positioned at a pair of opposing side surfaces of the sub-
stantially rectangular-parallelepiped shape thereof, and
connecting portions (which stand upright from the bottom
surface portion of the electrode terminal) are extended
parallelly toward the longitudinal directions of the cross
sections of the rectangular wires along another pair of
side surfaces different from that pair of side surfaces,
and the end portions of the rectangular wires are wound
around the connecting portions thereof. In this manner,
the electrode terminals and the winding wires are con-
nected at the connecting portions arranged along the side
surfaces of the electronic component so that the width
of the electronic component becomes wide.
[0006] In addition, in the abovementioned electronic
component, the connecting portions which stand upright

from the bottom surface portion of the electrode terminal
are extended parallelly toward the longitudinal directions
of the cross sections of the rectangular wires, and the
end portions of the rectangular wires are wound around
the connecting portions thereof. In the abovementioned
electronic component, the winding is carried out by a Flat-
wise winding method and therefore, it is possible to con-
nect the winding wire to the electrode terminal in this
manner, but in the case of a winding wire wound by an
Edgewise winding method, it is difficult to connect the
winding wire to the electrode terminal in this manner.
[0007] In addition, in the abovementioned electronic
component, an electrode terminal formed by a separate
member is used so that the cost thereof is increased.
[0008] The present invention was invented in view of
the aforesaid problems and is addressed to obtaining an
electronic component which needs less size-increase
caused by connecting the winding wire made of the rec-
tangular wire to the electrode member.
[0009] In addition, the present invention was invented
in view of the aforesaid problems and is addressed to
obtaining an electronic component having an electrode
member to which the winding wire of the rectangular wire
wound into an Edgewise winding form is connectable.
[0010] In addition, the present invention was invented
in view of the aforesaid problem and is addressed to ob-
tain an electronic component having a constitution in
which it is possible to confirm the solder fillet visually
without using an electrode member formed by a separate
member.
[0011] The present invention provides an electronic
component that includes a first side-surface and a sec-
ond side-surface facing the first side-surface, and further,
includes: a magnetic-body core including a plate-shaped
portion and a core portion which extends from the upper
surface of the plate-shaped portion; a winding wire which
includes a wound portion wound by a rectangular wire
and two non-wound portions extending from the wound
portion up to two distal ends, and of which the core portion
is inserted through the wound portion; a magnetic exterior
body which covers at least the wound portion and the
core portion; a first electrode member including a first
side-surface exposed-portion which is exposed along the
first side-surface; and a second electrode member in-
cluding a second side-surface exposed-portion which is
exposed along the second side-surface. Then, the first
side-surface exposed-portion includes a first connecting
portion which extends along the height direction of the
first side-surface, and the first connecting portion is con-
nected to one of the non-wound portions. The second
side-surface exposed-portion includes a second con-
necting portion which extends along the height direction
of the second side-surface, and the second connecting
portion is connected to the other of the non-wound por-
tions.
[0012] The present invention further provides an elec-
tronic component that includes a first side-surface and a
second side-surface facing the first side-surface, and fur-
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ther, includes: a magnetic-body core including a plate-
shaped portion and a core portion which extends from
the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion; a winding
wire which includes a wound portion wound by a rectan-
gular wire and two non-wound portions extending from
the wound portion up to two distal ends, and of which the
core portion is inserted through the wound portion; a mag-
netic exterior body having a substantially rectangular-
parallelepiped shape which covers at least the wound
portion and the core portion; a first electrode member
including a first side-surface exposed-portion which is
exposed along the first side-surface; and a second elec-
trode member including a second side-surface exposed-
portion which is exposed along the second side-surface.
Then, the first electrode member includes a first connect-
ing portion extending in the height direction of the elec-
tronic component at any one corner within the four cor-
ners of the bottom surface inside the magnetic exterior
body, and the first connecting portion is connected to one
of the non-wound portions. The second electrode mem-
ber includes a second connecting portion extending in
the height direction of the electronic component at an-
other corner within the four corners of the bottom surface
inside the magnetic exterior body, and the second con-
necting portion is connected to the other of the non-
wound portions.
[0013] The present invention yet further provides an
electronic component that includes a first side-surface
and a second side-surface facing the first side-surface,
and further, includes: a magnetic-body core including a
plate-shaped portion and a core portion which extends
from the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion; a
winding wire which includes a wound portion wound by
a rectangular wire into an Edgewise winding form and
two non-wound portions extending from the wound por-
tion up to two distal ends, of which the core portion is
inserted through the wound portion; a magnetic exterior
body which covers at least the wound portion and the
core portion; a first electrode member including a first
side-surface exposed-portion which is exposed along the
first side-surface; and a second electrode member in-
cluding a second side-surface exposed-portion which is
exposed along the second side-surface. Then, the first
electrode member is connected to one of the non-wound
portions, and the second electrode member is connected
to the other of the non-wound portions.
[0014] The present invention still further provides an
electronic component that includes a bottom surface, a
first side-surface and a second side-surface facing the
first side-surface, and further, includes: a magnetic-body
core including a plate-shaped portion and a core portion
which extends from the upper surface of the plate-shaped
portion; a winding wire which includes a wound portion
wound by a rectangular wire into an Edgewise winding
form and two non-wound portions extending from the
wound portion up to two distal ends, of which the core
portion is inserted through the wound portion; and a mag-
netic exterior body which covers at least the wound por-

tion and the core portion. Then, the two non-wound por-
tions are respectively arranged along at least one of the
bottom surface, the first side-surface and the second
side-surface, and the portion arranged along the bottom
surface at the two non-wound portions is an electrode.

[Effect of the Invention]

[0015] According to the present invention, it is possible
to obtain an electronic component having a constitution
in which the winding wire of the rectangular wire is con-
nectable to the electrode member in a space-saving man-
ner.
[0016] In addition, according to the present invention,
it is possible to obtain an electronic component having
an electrode member to which a winding wire wound by
an Edgewise winding form is connectable.
[0017] In addition, according to the present invention,
it is possible to obtain an electronic component having a
constitution in which it is possible to confirm the solder
fillet visually without using an electrode member formed
by a separate member.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing an electronic
component according to an example embodiment 1
of the present invention (First-Aspect thereof);
FIG. 2 is a perspective view showing a magnetic-
body core, a winding wire and electrode terminals in
an electronic component according to example em-
bodiment 1;
FIG. 3 is a perspective view showing electrode mem-
bers in an electronic component according to exam-
ple embodiment 1 of the present invention (Second-
Aspect thereof);
FIG. 4 is a perspective view showing an electronic
component according to the example embodiment
2 of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a perspective view showing a magnetic-
body core in the electronic component according to
example embodiment 2 of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a perspective view showing electrode mem-
bers in the electronic component according to exam-
ple embodiment 2 of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a perspective view showing an electronic
component according to an example embodiment 3
of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a perspective view showing a magnetic-
body core, a winding wire and electrode members
in the electronic component according to example
embodiment 3 of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a perspective view showing electrode mem-
bers in the electronic component according to exam-
ple embodiment 3 of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a perspective view showing an electronic
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component according to an example embodiment 4
of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a perspective view showing a magnetic-
body core, a winding wire and electrode members
in the electronic component according to example
embodiment 4 of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a perspective view showing electrode
members in the electronic component according to
example embodiment 4 of the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a perspective view showing an electronic
component according to an example embodiment 5
of the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a perspective view showing a magnetic-
body core, a winding wire and electrode members
in the electronic component according to example
embodiment 5 of the present invention;
FIG. 15 is a perspective view showing electrode
members in the electronic component according to
example embodiment 5 of the present invention;
FIG. 16 is a perspective view showing an electronic
component according to an example embodiment 6
of the present invention (First-Aspect thereof);
FIG. 17 is a perspective view showing a magnetic-
body core and a winding wire in the electronic com-
ponent according to example embodiment 6;
FIG. 18 is a perspective view showing an electronic
component according to example embodiment 6
(Second-Aspect thereof);
FIG. 19 is a perspective view showing a magnetic-
body core and a winding wire in an electronic com-
ponent according to an example embodiment 7 of
the present invention;
FIG. 20 is a perspective view showing an electronic
component according to an example embodiment 8
of the present invention;
FIG. 21 is a perspective view showing a magnetic-
body core and a winding wire in the electronic com-
ponent according to example embodiment 8 of the
present invention (First-Aspect thereof);
FIG. 22 is a perspective view, from underneath,
showing the magnetic-body core and winding wire
in the electronic component according to example
embodiment 8 of the present invention (Second-As-
pect thereof);
FIG. 23 is a perspective view showing a magnetic-
body core in an electronic component according to
an example embodiment 9 of the present invention;
FIG. 24 is a perspective view showing the electronic
component according to example embodiment 9 of
the present invention;
FIG. 25 is a perspective view showing a magnetic-
body core and a winding wire in the electronic com-
ponent according to example embodiment 9 of the
present invention (First-Aspect thereof);
FIG. 26 is a perspective view, from underneath,
showing the magnetic-body core and winding wire
in the electronic component according to example
embodiment 9 of the present invention (Second-As-

pect thereof);
FIG. 27 is a perspective view showing a modified
example of the winding wire in the electronic com-
ponent according to example embodiment 9 of the
present invention;
FIG. 28 is a perspective view showing an electronic
component according to an example embodiment
10 of the present invention;
FIG. 29 is a perspective view showing a magnetic-
body core and a winding wire in the electronic com-
ponent according to example embodiment 10 of the
present invention;
FIG. 30 is a perspective view showing a magnetic-
body core and a winding wire in an electronic com-
ponent according to an example embodiment 11 of
the present invention; and FIG. 31 is a perspective
view showing one example of a pseudo electrode
member in FIG. 30.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0019] Hereinafter, there will be explained, for the pur-
poses of illustration and not limitation, example embod-
iments of the present invention based on the drawings.

Example Embodiment 1:

[0020] FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing an elec-
tronic component according to an example embodiment
1 of the present invention (First-Aspect thereof). FIG. 2
is a perspective view showing a magnetic-body core, a
winding wire and electrode terminals in an electronic
component according to example embodiment 1. FIG. 3
is a perspective view showing electrode members in an
electronic component according to example embodiment
1 of the present invention (Second-Aspect thereof).
[0021] It should be noted that although this is not shown
in the following drawings (including FIG. 1), it is allowed
for the edge portions and the corner portions of each
member to be chamfered arbitrarily if necessary.
[0022] The electronic component shown in FIGS. 1 and
2 is an inductor and includes a magnetic-body core 101,
a winding wire 102, a magnetic exterior body 103 and
electrode members 104, 105.
[0023] The magnetic-body core 101 includes a plate-
shaped portion 111 having a substantially rectangular-
parallelepiped shape and a core portion 112 having a
substantially cylindrical shape which extends upward
from the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion 111.
It should be noted that it is allowed for the plate-shaped
portion 111 and the core portion 112 to be formed inte-
grally as a T-type core or to be formed as separate bodies
that are connected, for example, by an adhesive agent
or through an engagement structure.
[0024] In addition, the winding wire 102 includes a
wound portion 121 formed by winding a rectangular wire
in multiple layers (two layers, here) in a Flatwise winding
form and two non-wound portions 122, 123 extending
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from the wound portion 121 up to the two distal ends
thereof. As shown in FIG. 2, the core portion 112 of the
magnetic-body core 101 is inserted through the wound
portion 121.
[0025] For the wound portion 121, the rectangular wire
is wound into a Flatwise winding form in which the re-
spective layers are laminated in the direction perpendic-
ular to the winding axis. It should be noted that a Flatwise
winding form is a form in which the wide-width surface
of the rectangular wire becomes approximately parallel
with the winding axis.
[0026] It should be noted that it is preferable for the
pullout positions of the non-wound portions 122, 123 from
the wound portion 121 to be set at angular positions that
are approximately in the diagonal line direction of the
plate-shaped portion 111 centered on the core portion
112 of the magnetic-body core 101. Thus, it is possible
to utilize dead spaces in the vicinity of and in the upward
directions of the four corners of the plate-shaped portion
111, and as a result thereof, it is possible to reduce the
size of the aforesaid electronic component. However, it
is allowed for the pullout positions of the non-wound por-
tions 122, 123 from the wound portion 121 to be set at
the angle positions in the perpendicular directions with
respect to the side surfaces of the plate-shaped portion
111 centered on the core portion 112 of the magnetic-
body core 101.
[0027] In addition, the magnetic exterior body 103 is a
body obtained by molding an admixture including a mag-
netic material (magnetic powder-body such as ferrite,
metal magnetic body or the like) and a resin by a prede-
termined molding method so as to cover at least the
wound portion 121 and the core portion 112.
[0028] In the example embodiment 1, as shown in
FIGS. 1 and 2, the magnetic exterior body 103 is formed
so as to completely cover the wound portion 121 of the
winding wire 102, the core portion 112 of the magnetic-
body core 101, and the upper surface and the side sur-
faces of the plate-shaped portion 111. The magnetic ex-
terior body 103 has an outer shape of a substantially
rectangular-parallelepiped. By filling and curing the ad-
mixture in the inside of a substantially rectangular-paral-
lelepiped mold, there is formed the magnetic exterior
body 103.
[0029] It should be noted that it is allowed to employ a
configuration in which the magnetic exterior body is to
be formed without covering the side surfaces of the plate-
shaped portion 111 of the magnetic-body core 101. In
addition, it is also allowed to employ a configuration in
which the magnetic exterior body 103 is formed such that
the lower end of the magnetic exterior body 103 will be
positioned at a predetermined position in the height di-
rection of the side surface of the magnetic-body core 101
and in which only a portion of the side surfaces of the
plate-shaped portion 111 of the magnetic-body core 101
is to be exposed.
[0030] In addition, the electrode members 104, 105 are
formed by a conductive material such as copper or the

like. As shown in FIG. 3, the electrode member 104 in-
cludes an electrode portion 104a and a side-surface ex-
posed-portion 104b which stands upright from the elec-
trode portion 104a. The side-surface exposed-portion
104b is exposed from the magnetic exterior body 103
along one of the two opposing side surfaces of the afore-
said electronic component. In addition, the electrode
member 105 includes an electrode portion 105a and a
side-surface exposed-portion 105b which stands upright
from the electrode portion 105a. The side-surface ex-
posed-portion 105b is exposed from the magnetic exte-
rior body 103 along one of the two opposing side surfaces
of the aforesaid electronic component. It should be noted
that also the electrode portions 104a, 105a are exposed
from the magnetic exterior body 103.
[0031] The electrode member 104 and the electrode
member 105 are fixed to the magnetic-body core 101 by
an adhesive agent or the like so as to let them face the
two opposing side surfaces and the bottom surface of
the plate-shaped portion 111 of the magnetic-body core
101.
[0032] Further, the side-surface exposed-portion 104b
includes a connecting portion 104c extending along the
height direction of the side surface thereof and the con-
necting portion 104c is connected to the non-wound por-
tion 122. In addition, the side-surface exposed-portion
105b includes a connecting portion 105c extending along
the height direction of the side surface thereof and the
connecting portion 105c is connected to the non-wound
portion 123.
[0033] The distal end of the connecting portion 104c
is bent approximately 180 degrees so as to wrap the distal
end of the non-wound portion 122, and the connecting
portion 104c and the non-wound portion 122 are mutually
connected by pressure bonding, by welding (laser weld-
ing, arc welding, supersonic welding or the like and this
is all the same hereinafter), by soldering and the like.
Similarly, the distal end of the connecting portion 105c
is bent approximately 180 degrees so as to wrap the distal
end of the non-wound portion 123, and the connecting
portion 105c and the non-wound portion 123 are mutually
connected by pressure bonding, by welding, by soldering
or the like.
[0034] There is a difference between the pullout
heights of the non-wound portions 122, 123 and there-
fore, corresponding to the pullout heights of the non-
wound portions 122, 123, the connecting portion 104c is
connected with the non-wound portion 122 at a position
higher than the connecting position between the connect-
ing portion 105c and the non-wound portion 123.
[0035] It should be noted in this example embodiment
that, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the connecting portions
104c, 105c extend from approximately the centers of the
side-surface exposed-portions 104b, 105b, but it is al-
lowed for them to extend from positions near either end
portion, apart from the centers of the side-surface ex-
posed-portions 104b, 105b, corresponding to the pullout
positions of the non-wound portions 122, 123.
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[0036] Here, there will be explained one example of a
manufacturing method of an electronic component relat-
ing to the example embodiment 1.

(Step S1)

[0037] First, the winding wire 102 is assembled on the
core portion 112 of the magnetic-body core 101.

(Step S2)

[0038] Next, the electrode members 104, 105 are fixed
on the plate-shaped portion 111 of the magnetic-body
core 101.

(Step S3)

[0039] The non-wound portions 122, 123 of the winding
wire 102 are led-around to the connecting portions 104c,
105c of the electrode members 104, 105 and both non-
wound portions are connected to the respective connect-
ing portions by welding or the like. At that time, if neces-
sary, it is allowed to cut off unnecessary portions of the
non-wound portions 122, 123 or the connecting portions
104c, 105c.

(Step S4)

[0040] The magnetic-body core 101, the winding wire
102 and the electrode members 104, 105 which are mu-
tually assembled are arranged in the inside of a mold, an
admixture including a magnetic material and a resin is
filled into the inside of the mold, and the magnetic exterior
body 103 is formed by curing the admixture.
[0041] In this manner, it is possible to manufacture the
electronic component relating to example embodiment 1.
[0042] Then, when an electronic component according
to the example embodiment 1 is surface-mounted on a
substrate, the electrode portions 104a, 105a of the elec-
trode members 104, 105 are soldered on the substrate
and solder fillets are formed at the side-surface exposed-
portions 104b, 105b.
[0043] As described above, according to the aforesaid
example embodiment 1, the winding wire 102 and the
electrode terminals 104, 105 are connected on the two
side surfaces on which the side-surface exposed-por-
tions 104b, 105b exist. In this way, it is possible to narrow
the width between the remaining two side surfaces on
which the side-surface exposed-portions 104b, 105b do
not exist. Therefore, the degree of the size-increase
caused by the connection of the winding wire 102 made
of the rectangular wire with the electrode members 104,
105 will become less.

Example Embodiment 2:

[0044] FIG. 4 is a perspective view showing an elec-
tronic component according to the example embodiment

2 of the present invention. FIG. 5 is a perspective view
showing a magnetic-body core in the electronic compo-
nent according to example embodiment 2 of the present
invention. FIG. 6 is a perspective view showing electrode
members in the electronic component according to ex-
ample embodiment 2 of the present invention.
[0045] The electronic component relating to the exam-
ple embodiment 2 is an inductor and includes a magnetic-
body core 201, a winding wire similar to the winding wire
102 in the example embodiment 1, a magnetic exterior
body 203 similar to the magnetic exterior body 103 in the
example embodiment 1 and electrode members 204,
205.
[0046] The magnetic-body core 201 includes a plate-
shaped portion 211 having a substantially rectangular-
parallelepiped shape and a core portion 212 having a
substantially cylindrical shape which extends upward
from the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion 211.
It should be noted that it is allowed for the plate-shaped
portion 211 and the core portion 212 to be formed inte-
grally as a T-type core or to be formed as separate bodies
which are combined to form a T-shape one, for example,
by an adhesive agent or through an engagement struc-
ture.
[0047] Then, as shown in FIG. 5, at two mutually ad-
jacent corner portions of the plate-shaped portion 211,
there are formed corner cutoff portions 211a, 211b which
are cut-off at a predetermined angle (for example, by 45
degrees).
[0048] In addition, the electrode members 204, 205 are
formed by a conductive material such as copper or the
like. As shown in FIGS. 4 to 6, the electrode member 204
includes a flat-plate shaped electrode portion 204a and
a flat-plate shaped side-surface exposed-portion 204b
which stands upright from the electrode portion 204a.
The side-surface exposed-portion 204b is exposed from
the magnetic exterior body 203 along one of two opposing
side surfaces of the aforesaid electronic component.
[0049] In addition, the electrode member 205 includes
a flat-plate shaped electrode portion 205a and a flat-plate
shaped side-surface exposed-portion 205b which stands
upright from the electrode portion 205a. The side-surface
exposed-portion 205b is exposed from the magnetic ex-
terior body 203 along the other of the two opposing side
surfaces of the aforesaid electronic component.
[0050] The electrode member 204 and the electrode
member 205 are fixed to the magnetic-body core 201 by
an adhesive agent or the like so as to face the two op-
posing side surfaces and the bottom surface of the plate-
shaped portion 211 of the magnetic-body core 201.
[0051] It should be noted that also the electrode por-
tions 204a, 205a are exposed from the magnetic exterior
body 203.
[0052] Further, as shown in FIG. 6, the electrode mem-
ber 204 includes a connecting portion 204c separate from
the side-surface exposed-portion 204b. The connecting
portion 204c stands upright from the electrode portion
204a in the inside of the magnetic exterior body 203 at
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a position adjacent to any one corner of the four corners
of the bottom surface of the magnetic exterior body 203,
and extends in the height direction of the aforesaid elec-
tronic component. In this example embodiment, the con-
necting portion 204c extends along the abovementioned
corner cutoff portions 211a.
[0053] Similarly, as shown in FIG. 6, the electrode
member 205 includes a connecting portion 205c sepa-
rate from the side-surface exposed-portion 205b. The
connecting portion 205c stands upright from the elec-
trode portion 205a in the inside of the magnetic exterior
body 203 at a position adjacent to any one corner of the
four corners of the bottom surface of the magnetic exte-
rior body 203, and extends in the height direction of the
aforesaid electronic component. In this example embod-
iment, the connecting portion 205c extends along the
abovementioned corner cutoff portion 211b.
[0054] Then, one non-wound portion of the winding
wire is connected to the connecting portion 204c by pres-
sure bonding, by welding, by soldering or the like, and
the other non-wound portion of the winding wire is con-
nected to the connecting portion 205c. Therefore, the
connecting points between the winding wire and the elec-
trode members 204, 205 are positioned in the inside of
the magnetic exterior body 203 and are not exposed to-
ward the outside.
[0055] It should be noted that it is allowed to select the
shapes of the distal ends of the connecting portions 204c,
205c to be similar to the distal ends of the connecting
portions 104c, 105c in the example embodiment 1. That
is to say, it is allowed to bend the distal ends of the con-
necting portions 204c, 205c so as to wrap the non-wound
portions 222, 223.
[0056] In addition, it is possible to manufacture the
electronic component according to example embodiment
2 by similar procedures as those in the manufacturing
method of the electronic component according to the ex-
ample embodiment 1.
[0057] Then, when the electronic component accord-
ing to the example embodiment 2 is surface-mounted on
a substrate, the electrode portions 204a, 205a of the elec-
trode members 204, 205 are soldered on the substrate
and solder fillets are formed at the side-surface exposed-
portions 204b, 205b.
[0058] It should be noted that the abovementioned two
corner cutoff portions 211a, 211b are formed at two mu-
tually adjacent corners, but it is allowed to employ a con-
figuration in which (a) the two corner cutoff portions 211a,
211b are formed at two diametrically opposed corners of
the plate-shaped portion 211, (b) the two electrode mem-
bers 204, 205 are formed to have identical shapes in
conformity with those corner cutoff portions, and (c) the
non-wound portions 222, 223 are pulled out from the
wound portion 221 in conformity with the two corner cutoff
portions thereof and are connected to the connecting por-
tions 204c, 205c. In this case, the shapes of the electrode
members 204, 205 become identical and therefore, the
manufacturing process of the electrode members 204,

205 will become simpler.
[0059] As described above, according to the aforesaid
example embodiment 2, the connecting portions 204,
205 are arranged at two corners, of four corners, at which
the wound portion 221 of the cylindrical shaped winding
wire 202 does not exist and therefore, the degree of the
size-increase caused by the connection of the winding
wire 202 made of the rectangular wire to the electrode
members 204, 205 will become less.

Example Embodiment 3:

[0060] FIG. 7 is a perspective view showing an elec-
tronic component according to an example embodiment
3 of the present invention. FIG. 8 is a perspective view
showing a magnetic-body core, a winding wire and elec-
trode members in the electronic component according to
example embodiment 3 of the present invention. FIG. 9
is a perspective view showing electrode members in the
electronic component according to example embodiment
3 of the present invention.
[0061] The electronic component shown in FIGS. 7 to
9 is an inductor and includes a magnetic-body core 301,
a winding wire 302, a magnetic exterior body 303 similar
to the magnetic exterior bodies 103, 203 in example em-
bodiments 1, 2 and electrode members 304, 305.
[0062] The magnetic-body core 301 includes a plate-
shaped portion 311 having a substantially rectangular-
parallelepiped shape and a core portion 312 having a
substantially cylindrical shape which extends upward
from the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion 311.
It should be noted that it is allowed for the plate-shaped
portion 311 and the core portion 312 to be formed inte-
grally as a T-type core or to be formed as separate bodies
which are combined together to form a T-shape one, for
example, by an adhesive agent or through an engage-
ment structure.
[0063] In addition, the winding wire 302 includes a
wound portion 321 by winding a rectangular wire into an
Edgewise winding form and two non-wound portions 322,
323 extending from the wound portion 321 up to two distal
ends thereof. As shown in FIG. 8, the core portion 312
of the magnetic-body core 301 is inserted through the
wound portion 321.
[0064] For the wound portion 321, the rectangular wire
is wound into an Edgewise winding form so as to be lam-
inated in a spiral shape along a winding axis. It should
be noted that the Edgewise winding form is a technique
to apply the winding such that the wide-width surface of
the rectangular wire will become approximately perpen-
dicularly to the winding axis.
[0065] For this reason, the pullout height positions of
the non-wound portions 322, 323 from the wound portion
321 are different from each other.
[0066] In addition, the electrode members 304, 305 are
formed by a conductive material such as copper or the
like. As shown in FIGS. 7 to 9, the electrode member 304
includes a flat-plate shaped electrode portion 304a and
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a flat-plate shaped side-surface exposed-portion 304b
which stands upright from the electrode portion 304a.
The side-surface exposed-portion 304b is exposed from
the magnetic exterior body 303 along one of two opposing
side surfaces of the aforesaid electronic component. In
addition, the electrode member 305 includes a flat-plate
shaped electrode portion 305a and a flat-plate shaped
side-surface exposed-portion 305b which stands upright
from the electrode portion 305a. The side-surface ex-
posed-portion 305b is exposed from the magnetic exte-
rior body 303 along the other of the two opposing side
surfaces of the aforesaid electronic component. It should
be noted that also the electrode portions 304a, 305a are
exposed from the magnetic exterior body 303.
[0067] The electrode member 304 and the electrode
member 305 are fixed to the magnetic-body core 301 by
an adhesive agent or the like so as to let them face the
two opposing side surfaces and the bottom surface of
the plate-shaped portion 311 of the magnetic-body core
301.
[0068] Further, the side-surface exposed-portion 304b
includes a connecting portion 304c extending approxi-
mately perpendicularly with respect to the height direc-
tion (that is, approximately parallelly with respect to the
bottom surface) along the side surface of the magnetic
exterior body 302. In addition, the side-surface exposed-
portion 305b includes a connecting portion 305c extend-
ing approximately perpendicularly with respect to the
height direction (that is, approximately parallelly with re-
spect to the bottom surface) along the side surface of the
magnetic exterior body 302. The connecting portions
304c, 305c are bent at the respective edges of the side
surfaces and extend along a side surface different from
the two side surfaces on which the side-surface exposed-
portions 304b, 305b are arranged. The distal portion of
the connecting portion 304c is connected with the non-
wound portion 322 and the distal portion of the connecting
portion 305c is connected with the non-wound portion
323.
[0069] The distal end of the non-wound portion 322 is
bent toward the bottom-surface direction of the aforesaid
electronic component, the distal end of the connecting
portion 304c is bent approximately 180 degrees so as to
wrap the distal end of the non-wound portion 322, and
the connecting portion 304c and the non-wound portion
322 are mutually connected by pressure bonding, by
welding, by soldering and the like. The distal end of the
non-wound portion 323 is bent toward the upper-surface
direction of the aforesaid electronic component, the distal
end of the connecting portion 305c is bent approximately
180 degrees so as to wrap the distal end of the non-
wound portion 323, and the connecting portion 305c and
the non-wound portion 323 are mutually connected by
pressure bonding, by welding, by soldering and the like.
[0070] It should be noted that it is possible to manu-
facture the electronic component relating to example em-
bodiment 3 by similar procedures as those in the manu-
facturing method of the electronic component relating to

example embodiment 1.
[0071] In this example embodiment, as shown in FIG.
7, the connecting points between the connecting portions
304c, 305c and the non-wound portions 322, 323 are
exposed, but it is allowed to employ a configuration in
which the connecting portions are sealed in the inside of
the magnetic exterior body 303.
[0072] Then, when the electronic component relating
to the example embodiment 3 is surface-mounted on a
substrate, the electrode portions 304a, 305a of the elec-
trode members 304, 305 are soldered on the substrate
and solder fillets are formed at the side-surface exposed-
portions 304b, 305b.
[0073] As described above, according to the aforesaid
example embodiment 3, the non-wound portions 322,
323 of the winding wire 302 are extended approximately
in parallel toward a side surface on which the side-surface
exposed-portions 304b, 305b of the aforesaid electronic
component do not exist, are bent on the side surfaces
thereof and are connected to the electrode members 304,
305, so that the winding wire 302 which is a rectangular
wire wound into an Edgewise winding form is connected
to the electrode members 304, 305 without being twisted.
[0074] In addition, according to the aforesaid example
embodiment 3, there is employed a configuration in which
the non-wound portions 322, 323 of the winding wire 302
are extended approximately in parallel toward a side sur-
face and even though both the positions thereof in the
height direction are different, the non-wound portions
322, 323 are connected to the electrode members 304,
305 at identical heights by bending the distal end of the
non-wound portion 322 toward the downward direction
and by bending the distal end of the non-wound portion
323 toward the upward direction. For this reason, it is
possible for the shapes of the electrode members 304,
305 to be symmetrical in the right and left direction and
when creating the electrode members 304, 305 by bend-
ing plate-shaped members, it is possible to create the
electrode members 304, 305 by two plate-shaped mem-
bers having identical shapes. In this way, it is enough to
design a single shape for the electrode terminals 304,
305 and therefore, it is possible to shorten the designing
time.

Example Embodiment 4:

[0075] FIG. 10 is a perspective view showing an elec-
tronic component according to an example embodiment
4 of the present invention. FIG. 11 is a perspective view
showing a magnetic-body core, a winding wire and elec-
trode members in the electronic component according to
example embodiment 4 of the present invention. FIG. 12
is a perspective view showing electrode members in the
electronic component according to example embodiment
4 of the present invention.
[0076] The electronic component shown in FIGS. 10
to 12 is an inductor and includes a magnetic-body core
401, a winding wire 402, a magnetic exterior body 403
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similar to the magnetic exterior bodies 103, 203, 303 in
the example embodiments 1 to 3 and electrode members
404, 405.
[0077] The magnetic-body core 401 includes a plate-
shaped portion 411 having a substantially rectangular-
parallelepiped shape and a core portion 412 having a
substantially cylindrical shape which extends upward
from the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion 411.
It should be noted that it is allowed for the plate-shaped
portion 411 and the core portion 412 to be formed inte-
grally as a T-type core or to be formed as separate bodies
which are combined together to form a T-shape one, for
example, by an adhesive agent or through an engage-
ment structure.
[0078] Further, as shown in FIG. 11, in two facing side
surfaces of the magnetic-body core 401, there are formed
concave portions 411a, 411b having predetermined
widths and predetermined depths.
[0079] In addition, the winding wire 402 includes a
wound portion 421 by winding a rectangular wire into an
Edgewise winding form and two non-wound portions 422,
423 extending from the wound portion 421 up to two distal
ends thereof. As shown in FIG. 11, the core portion 412
of the magnetic-body core 401 is inserted through the
wound portion 421.
[0080] In addition, the electrode members 404, 405 are
formed by a conductive material such as copper or the
like. As shown in FIGS. 10 to 12, the electrode member
404 includes a flat-plate shaped electrode portion 404a
and a flat-plate shaped side-surface exposed-portion
404b which stands upright from the electrode portion
404a. The side-surface exposed-portion 404b is exposed
from the magnetic exterior body 403 along one of two
opposing side surfaces of the aforesaid electronic com-
ponent. In addition, the electrode member 405 includes
a flat-plate shaped electrode portion 405a and a flat-plate
shaped side-surface exposed-portion 405b which stands
upright from the electrode portion 405a. The side-surface
exposed-portion 405b is exposed from the magnetic ex-
terior body 403 along the other of the two opposing side
surfaces of the aforesaid electronic component. It should
be noted that also the electrode portions 404a, 405a are
exposed from the magnetic exterior body 403.
[0081] The electrode member 404 and the electrode
member 405 are fixed to the magnetic-body core 401 by
an adhesive agent or the like so as to let them face the
two opposing side surfaces and the bottom surface of
the plate-shaped portion 411 of the magnetic-body core
401.
[0082] Further, the side-surface exposed-portion 404b
includes a connecting portion 404c extended along a pair
of concave portions 411a of the plate-shaped portion 411
of the magnetic-body core 401 and the upper surface by
being bent, and on the upper surface of the plate-shaped
portion 411, the connecting portion 404c is connected
with the non-wound portion 422. In addition, the side-
surface exposed-portion 405b includes a connecting por-
tion 405c extended along a pair of concave portions 411b

of the plate-shaped portion 411 of the magnetic-body
core 401 and the upper surface by being bent. The non-
wound portion 423 is extended toward the direction dif-
ferent by approximately 180 degrees with respect to the
non-wound portion 422, includes a step portion 423a and
is connected to the connecting portion 405c on the upper
surface of the plate-shaped portion 411. The step portion
423a is provided in order to arrange the distal end of the
non-wound portion 423 (the portion connected to the con-
necting portion 405c) approximately at the same height
as the height of the distal portion of the non-wound portion
422 (the portion connected to the connecting portion
404c). It should be noted that by pressure bonding, by
welding, by soldering and the like, the connecting portion
404c and the non-wound portion 422 are mutually con-
nected and the connecting portion 405c and the non-
wound portion 423 are mutually connected.
[0083] It should be noted that it is possible to manu-
facture the electronic component relating to example em-
bodiment 4 by similar procedures to those in the manu-
facturing method of the electronic component relating to
example embodiment 1. However, when fixing the elec-
trode members 404, 405 onto the magnetic-body core
401, the connecting portions 404c, 405c are bent so as
to go along the concave portions 411a, 411b and the
upper surface of the plate-shaped portion 411 of the mag-
netic-body core 401 whereby the electrode members
404, 405 grasp the plate-shaped portion 411. For this
reason, it is allowed not to use an adhesive agent or the
like for the fixation of the magnetic-body core 401 onto
the electrode members 404, 405.
[0084] Then, when the electronic component relating
to example embodiment 4 is surface-mounted on a sub-
strate, the electrode portions 404a, 405a of the electrode
members 404, 405 are soldered on the substrate and
solder fillets are formed at the side-surface exposed-por-
tions 404b, 405b.
[0085] As described above, according to the aforesaid
example embodiment 4, the non-wound portions 422,
423 of the winding wire 402 are connected to the con-
necting portions 404c, 405c of the electrode members
404, 405 which are arranged along the upper surface of
the plate-shaped portion 411 of the magnetic-body core
401 and, therefore, the winding wire 402 which is a rec-
tangular wire wound into an Edgewise winding form is
connected to the electrode members 404, 405 without
being twisted.
[0086] In addition, according to the aforesaid example
embodiment 4, the connecting portions 404c, 405c are
bent twice from the bottom surface to the upper surface
of the plate-shaped portion 411 along the concave por-
tions 411a, 411b of the magnetic-body core 401 and,
therefore, it is difficult for the electrode members 404,
405 to drop out from the magnetic-body core 401.

Example Embodiment 5:

[0087] FIG. 13 is a perspective view showing an elec-
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tronic component according to an example embodiment
5 of the present invention. FIG. 14 is a perspective view
showing a magnetic-body core, a winding wire and elec-
trode members in the electronic component according to
the example embodiment 5 of the present invention. FIG.
15 is a perspective view showing electrode members in
the electronic component according to the example em-
bodiment 5 of the present invention.
[0088] The electronic component shown in FIGS. 13
to 15 is an inductor and includes a magnetic-body core
501 similar to the magnetic-body core 301 in example
embodiment 3; a winding wire 502; a magnetic exterior
body 503 similar to the magnetic exterior bodies 103,
203, 303, 403 in example embodiments 1 to 4; and elec-
trode members 504, 505.
[0089] The winding wire 502 includes a wound portion
521 wound by a rectangular wire into an Edgewise wind-
ing form and two non-wound portions 522, 523 extending
from the wound portion 521 up to two distal ends thereof.
As shown in FIG. 14, the core portion 512 of the magnetic-
body core 501 is inserted through the wound portion 521.
[0090] In addition, the electrode members 504, 505 are
formed by a conductive material such as copper or the
like. As shown in FIGS. 13 to 15, the electrode member
504 includes a flat-plate shaped electrode portion 504a
and a flat-plate shaped side-surface exposed-portion
504b which stands upright from the electrode portion
504a. The side-surface exposed-portion 504b is exposed
from the magnetic exterior body 503 along one of two
opposing side surfaces of the aforesaid electronic com-
ponent. In addition, the electrode member 505 includes
a flat-plate shaped electrode portion 505a and a flat-plate
shaped side-surface exposed-portion 505b which stands
upright from the electrode portion 505a. The side-surface
exposed-portion 505b is exposed from the magnetic ex-
terior body 503 along the other of the two opposing side
surfaces of the aforesaid electronic component. It should
be noted that also the electrode portions 504a, 505a are
exposed from the magnetic exterior body 503.
[0091] The electrode member 504 and the electrode
member 505 are fixed to the magnetic-body core 501 by
an adhesive agent or the like so as to face the two op-
posing side surfaces and the bottom surface of the plate-
shaped portion 511 of the magnetic-body core 501.
[0092] Further, the side-surface exposed-portion 504b
includes a connecting portion 504c which extends ap-
proximately parallel to the electrode portion 504a and the
bottom surface of the magnetic-body core 501, and the
connecting portion 504c is connected with the non-
wound portion 522. The height of the electrode member
504 is designed to be in conformity with the position of
the non-wound portion 522 in the height direction thereof
and the connecting portion 504c includes two connecting
protruded-portions 504c1, 504c2 which extend toward
two directions by predetermined angles (for example, 45
degrees) centered on the core portion 521, respectively.
The non-wound portion 522 is connected to either one
of the two connecting protruded-portions 504c1, 504c2

depending on the number of turns of the winding wire
502 (for example, fraction such as 1/4-turn).
[0093] In addition, the side-surface exposed-portion
505b includes a connecting portion 505c which extends
approximately parallel to the electrode portion 505a and
the connecting portion 505c is connected with the non-
wound portion 523. The height of the electrode member
505 is designed to be in conformity with the position of
the non-wound portion 523 in the height direction thereof
and the connecting portion 505c includes two connecting
protruded-portions 505c1, 505c2 which extend toward
two directions by predetermined angles (for example, 45
degrees) centered on the core portion 521, respectively.
The non-wound portion 523 is connected to either one
of the two connecting protruded-portions 505c1, 505c2
depending on the number of turns of the winding wire
502 (for example, fraction such as 1/4-turn).
[0094] It should be noted that by pressure bonding, by
welding, by soldering and the like, the connecting portion
504c and the non-wound portion 522 are mutually con-
nected and the connecting portion 505c and the non-
wound portion 523 are mutually connected.
[0095] It should be noted that it is possible to manu-
facture the electronic component relating to the example
embodiment 5 by similar procedures as those in the man-
ufacturing method of the electronic component relating
to example embodiment 1.
[0096] Then, when the electronic component relating
to example embodiment 5 is surface-mounted on a sub-
strate, the electrode portions 504a, 505a of the electrode
members 504, 505 are soldered on the substrate and
solder fillets are formed at the side-surface exposed-por-
tions 504b, 505b.
[0097] As described above, according to the aforesaid
example embodiment 5, the non-wound portions 522,
523 of the winding wire 502 are connected to the con-
necting portions 504c, 505c of the electrode members
504, 505 which are arranged along the upper surface,
on the upper surface or above the upper surface of the
plate-shaped portion 511 of the magnetic-body core 501
and therefore, the winding wire 502 which is a rectangular
wire wound into an Edgewise winding form is connected
to the electrode members 504, 505 without being twisted.
[0098] In addition, by adjusting the height of the elec-
trode member 504 in conformity with the height of the
wound portion 521, which corresponds to the number of
turns of the winding wire 502, it is possible to connect
the non-wound portion 522 to the electrode member 504
and therefore, it is possible to manufacture various kinds
of inductance electronic components easily by similar de-
signs.
[0099] Further, each of the connecting portions 504c,
505c includes two connecting protruded-portions (504c1,
504c2), (505c1, 505c2) respectively and, therefore, by
selecting the connecting protruded-portions which are to
be used for the connections, it is possible to fine-adjust
the number of turns of the wound portion 521 (that is, the
inductance thereof) by less than one turn (for example,
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1/4-turn).

Example Embodiment 6:

[0100] FIG. 16 is a perspective view showing an elec-
tronic component according to an example embodiment
6 of the present invention (First-Aspect thereof). FIG. 17
is a perspective view showing a magnetic-body core and
a winding wire in the electronic component according to
example embodiment 6. FIG. 18 is a perspective view
showing an electronic component according to example
embodiment 6 (Second-Aspect thereof).
[0101] The electronic component shown in FIGS. 16
to 18 is an inductor and includes a magnetic-body core
601, a winding wire 602 and a magnetic exterior body
603.
[0102] The magnetic-body core 601 includes a plate-
shaped portion 611 having a substantially rectangular-
parallelepiped shape and a core portion 612 having a
substantially cylindrical shape which extends upward
from the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion 611.
It should be noted that it is allowed for the plate-shaped
portion 611 and the core portion 612 to be formed inte-
grally as a T-type core or to be formed as separate bodies
which are combined together to form a T-shape one, for
example, by an adhesive agent or through an engage-
ment structure.
[0103] In addition, the winding wire 602 includes a
wound portion 621 by winding a rectangular wire into an
Edgewise winding form and two non-wound portions 622,
623 extending from the wound portion 621 up to two distal
ends 622a, 623a thereof. As shown in FIG. 17, the core
portion 612 of the magnetic-body core 601 is inserted
through the wound portion 621.
[0104] For the wound portion 621, the rectangular wire
is wound into an Edgewise winding form in which the
layers are laminated in a spiral shape along the winding
axis.
[0105] Both of the two non-wound portions 622, 623
are arranged approximately in parallel with each other
along a first side-surface, a bottom surface (surface fac-
ing the upper surface) and a second side-surface facing
the first side-surface of the plate-shaped portion 611 of
the magnetic-body core 601. In this example embodi-
ment, the two non-wound portions 622, 623 are formed
so as to be extended in the same direction.
[0106] Therefore, the two non-wound portions 622,
623 are arranged along the bottom surface of the afore-
said electronic component and along the first side-sur-
face and the second side-surface, respectively. Then, for
the two non-wound portions 622, 623, the portions which
are arranged along the bottom surface are used for the
electrodes.
[0107] Further, as shown in FIGS. 16 to 18, while being
exposed from the magnetic exterior body 603, the two
non-wound portions 622, 623 are bent so as to go along
the side surface of the aforesaid electronic component.
Further, the distal ends 622a, 623a of the two non-wound

portions 622, 623 are positioned in the inside of the mag-
netic exterior body 603 and sealed and fixed in the mag-
netic exterior body 603.
[0108] In this manner, as shown in FIGS. 16 and 18,
side-surface exposed-portions 622b, 623b are formed
by the two non-wound portions 622, 623 on the two side
surfaces facing each other.
[0109] In addition, the magnetic exterior body 603 is a
body obtained by molding an admixture including a mag-
netic material (magnetic-powder body such as ferrite,
metal magnetic body or the like) and a resin by a prede-
termined molding method so as to cover at least the
wound portion 621 and the core portion 612.
[0110] In example embodiment 6, as shown in FIG. 17,
the magnetic exterior body 603 is formed so as to com-
pletely cover the wound portion 621 of the winding wire
602, the core portion 612 of the magnetic-body core 601,
and the upper surface and the side surfaces of the plate-
shaped portion 611. The magnetic exterior body 603 has
an outer shape of a substantially rectangular-parallele-
piped. By filling and curing the admixture in the inside of
a substantially rectangular-parallelepiped mold, there is
formed the magnetic exterior body 603.
[0111] It should be noted that it is allowed to employ a
configuration in which the magnetic exterior body is to
be formed without covering the side surfaces of the plate-
shaped portion 611 of the magnetic-body core 601. In
addition, it is also allowed to employ a configuration in
which the magnetic exterior body 603 is formed such that
the lower end of the magnetic exterior body 603 will be
positioned at a predetermined position in the height di-
rection of the side surface of the magnetic-body core 601
and in which only a portion of the side surfaces of the
plate-shaped portion 611 of the magnetic-body core 601
is to be exposed.
[0112] Here, there will be explained one example of a
manufacturing method of an electronic component relat-
ing to example embodiment 6.

(Step S11)

[0113] First, the winding wire 602 is assembled on the
core portion 612 of the magnetic-body core 601.

(Step S12)

[0114] The non-wound portions 622, 623 of the winding
wire 602 are led-around so as to form electrode portions
which extend along the side-surface exposed-portions
622b, 623b and the bottom surface of the magnetic-body
core 601. At that time, if necessary, it is allowed to cut
off unnecessary portions of the non-wound portions 622,
623.

(Step S13)

[0115] The magnetic-body core 601 and the winding
wire 602 which are mutually assembled are arranged in
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the inside of a mold, an admixture including a magnetic
material and a resin is filled into the inside of the mold,
and by curing the admixture thereof, the magnetic exte-
rior body 603 is formed.
[0116] In this manner, it is possible to manufacture the
electronic component according to example embodiment
6.
[0117] Then, when the electronic component accord-
ing to example embodiment 6 is surface-mounted on a
substrate, the non-wound portions 622, 623 which are
arranged on the bottom surface are soldered on the sub-
strate and solder fillets are formed at the side-surface
exposed-portions 622b, 623b.
[0118] As described above, according to the aforesaid
example embodiment 6, the non-wound portions 622,
623 of the winding wire 602 form the side-surface ex-
posed-portions 622b, 623b on the two facing side sur-
faces of the aforesaid electronic component. Thus, it is
possible to confirm the solder fillets on the two side sur-
faces without using electrode members which will be
formed as separate members.

Example Embodiment 7:

[0119] FIG. 19 is a perspective view showing a mag-
netic-body core and a winding wire in an electronic com-
ponent according to an example embodiment 7 of the
present invention. The electronic component according
to the example embodiment 7 of the present invention
has similar constitutions as those of the electronic com-
ponent according to example embodiment 6, but has dif-
ferent constitutions in the following aspects.
[0120] In example embodiment 7, at least one (here,
both) of the non-winding wire portions 622, 623 have step
portions 622c, 623c between the winding wire portion
621 and the side surface of the magnetic exterior body
603, and owing to the step portions 622c, 623c thereof,
the heights H1 of the side-surface exposed-portions
622b, 623b at the same side surface of the electronic
component are designed to be identical to each other.
[0121] In addition, in this example embodiment, the
heights H1 of the side-surface exposed-portions 622b,
623b at one side surface and the heights H2 of the side-
surface exposed-portions 622b, 623b at the other side
surface are designed to be the same.
[0122] It should be noted that other constitutions of the
electronic component according to example embodiment
7 are similar as those of example embodiment 6 and
therefore, explanations thereof are omitted. In addition,
it is possible to manufacture the electronic component
according to example embodiment 7 by similar proce-
dures to those in the manufacturing method of the elec-
tronic component according relating to example embod-
iment 6.

Example Embodiment 8:

[0123] FIG. 20 is a perspective view showing an elec-

tronic component according to an example embodiment
8 of the present invention. FIG. 21 is a perspective view
showing a magnetic-body core and a winding wire in the
electronic component according to example embodiment
8 of the present invention (First-Aspect thereof). FIG. 22
is a perspective view, from underneath, showing a mag-
netic-body core and a winding wire in the electronic com-
ponent according to example embodiment 8 of the
present invention (Second-Aspect thereof).
[0124] The electronic component shown in FIGS. 20
to 22 is an inductor and includes a magnetic-body core
801, a winding wire 802 and a magnetic exterior body
803.
[0125] The magnetic-body core 801 includes a plate-
shaped portion 811 having a substantially rectangular-
parallelepiped shape and a core portion 812 having a
substantially cylindrical shape which extends upward
from the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion 811.
It should be noted that it is allowed for the plate-shaped
portion 811 and the core portion 812 to be formed inte-
grally as a T-type core or to be formed as separate bodies
which are combined together to form a T-shape one, for
example, by an adhesive agent or through an engage-
ment structure.
[0126] Then, at two diametrically-opposed corners of
the plate-shaped portion 811, there are formed corner
cutoff portions 811a, 811b which are cut-off at a prede-
termined angle (for example, at 45 degrees).
[0127] The winding wire 802 includes a wound portion
821 wound by a rectangular wire into an Edgewise wind-
ing form and two non-wound portions 822, 823 extended
from the wound portion 821 up to two distal ends 822a,
823a thereof. As shown in FIG. 21, the core portion 812
of the magnetic-body core 801 is inserted through the
wound portion 821.
[0128] For the wound portion 821, the rectangular wire
is wound into an Edgewise winding form in which the
layers are laminated in a spiral shape along the winding
axis.
[0129] As shown in FIG. 21, the non-wound portions
822, 823 are bent toward the Edgewise directions and
are pulled out toward mutually-opposite directions (direc-
tions different by approximately 180 degrees) centered
on the winding axis.
[0130] The non-wound portion 822 is arranged along
the corner cutoff portion 811a as a side surface of the
plate-shaped portion 811 of the magnetic-body core 801
and along the bottom surface, and the non-wound portion
823 is arranged along the corner cutoff portion 811b as
a side surface of the plate-shaped portion 811 of the mag-
netic-body core 801 and along the bottom surface. The
non-wound portions 822, 823 are fixed on the magnetic-
body core 801, for example, by using an adhesive agent.
[0131] As shown in FIGS. 20 to 22, while being ex-
posed from the magnetic exterior body 803, the two non-
wound portions 822, 823 are bent so as to go along the
side surfaces (corner cutoff portions 811a, 811b) of the
aforesaid electronic component.
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[0132] Within the non-wound portions 822, 823, the
portions which are arranged along the bottom surface
are used as electrode portions and the portions which
are arranged along the corner cutoff portions 811a, 811b
are used as side-surface exposed-portions 822b, 823b.
[0133] In addition, the magnetic exterior body 803 is a
body obtained by molding an admixture including a mag-
netic material (magnetic-powder body such as ferrite,
metal magnetic body or the like) and a resin by a prede-
termined molding method so as to cover at least the
wound portion 621 and the core portion 612.
[0134] In example embodiment 8, as shown in FIGS.
20 to 22, the magnetic exterior body 803 is formed so as
to completely cover the wound portion 821 of the winding
wire 802, the core portion 812 of the magnetic-body core
801, and the upper surface and the side surfaces (includ-
ing corner cutoff portions 811a, 811b) of the plate-shaped
portion 811. Therefore, also the magnetic exterior body
803 has corner cut-off shapes in conformity with the cor-
ner cutoff portions 811a, 811b.
[0135] It should be noted that it is allowed to employ a
configuration in which the magnetic exterior body 803 is
to be formed without covering the side surfaces (including
corner cutoff portions 811a, 811b) of the plate-shaped
portion 811 of the magnetic-body core 801. In addition,
it is also allowed to employ a configuration in which the
magnetic exterior body 803 is formed such that the lower
end of the magnetic exterior body 803 will be positioned
at a predetermined position in the height direction of the
side surface of the magnetic-body core 801 and in which
only a portion of the side surfaces of the plate-shaped
portion 811 of the magnetic-body core 801 is to be ex-
posed.
[0136] It should be noted that it is possible to manu-
facture the electronic component according to example
embodiment 8 by similar procedures to those in the man-
ufacturing method of the electronic component according
to example embodiment 6. However, with regard to the
electronic component according to example embodiment
8, the non-wound portions 822, 823 are fixed on the bot-
tom surface of the magnetic-body core 801 by an adhe-
sive agent or the like.
[0137] Then, when the electronic component accord-
ing to example embodiment 8 is surface-mounted on a
substrate, the non-wound portions 822, 823 which are
arranged on the bottom surface are soldered on the sub-
strate and solder fillets are formed at the side-surface
exposed-portions 822b, 823b.
[0138] As described above, according to the aforesaid
example embodiment 8, the non-wound portions 822,
823 of the winding wire 802 extend along the facing cor-
ner cutoff portions 811a, 811b of the plate-shaped portion
811 of the magnetic-body core 801, and the side-surface
exposed-portions 822b, 823b are formed at the two fac-
ing corners of the aforesaid electronic component. Thus,
it is possible to confirm the solder fillets at the two corners
of the aforesaid electronic component without using elec-
trode members which will be formed as separate mem-

bers.

Example Embodiment 9:

[0139] FIG. 23 is a perspective view showing a mag-
netic-body core in an electronic component according to
an example embodiment 9 of the present invention. FIG.
24 is a perspective view showing the electronic compo-
nent according to example embodiment 9 of the present
invention. FIG. 25 is a perspective view showing a mag-
netic-body core and a winding wire in the electronic com-
ponent according to example embodiment 9 of the
present invention (First-Aspect thereof). FIG. 26 is a per-
spective view, from underneath, showing a magnetic-
body core and a winding wire in the electronic component
according to the example embodiment 9 of the present
invention (Second-Aspect thereof).
[0140] The electronic component shown in FIGS. 23
to 26 is an inductor and includes a magnetic-body core
901, a winding wire 902 and a magnetic exterior body
903.
[0141] The magnetic-body core 901 includes a plate-
shaped portion 911 having a substantially rectangular-
parallelepiped shape and a core portion 912 having a
substantially cylindrical shape which extends upward
from the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion 911.
It should be noted that it is allowed for the plate-shaped
portion 911 and the core portion 912 to be formed inte-
grally as a T-type core or to be formed as separate bodies
which are combined together to form a T-shape one, for
example, by an adhesive agent or through an engage-
ment structure.
[0142] Then, as shown in FIG. 23, at two mutually ad-
jacent corner portions of the plate-shaped portion 911,
there are formed corner cutoff portions 911a, 911b which
are cut-off at a predetermined angle (for example, by 45
degrees).
[0143] The winding wire 902 has a wound portion 921
wound by a rectangular wire into an Edgewise winding
form and two non-wound portions 922, 923 extended
from the wound portion 921 up to two distal ends 922a,
923a thereof. As shown in FIG. 25, the core portion 912
of the magnetic-body core 901 is inserted through the
wound portion 921.
[0144] For the wound portion 921, the rectangular wire
is wound into an Edgewise winding form in which the
layers are laminated in a spiral shape along the winding
axis.
[0145] The non-wound portion 922 is arranged along
the corner cutoff portion 911a as a side surface of the
plate-shaped portion 911 of the magnetic-body core 901
and along the bottom surface, and the non-wound portion
923 is arranged along the corner cutoff portion 911b as
a side surface of the plate-shaped portion 911 of the mag-
netic-body core 901 and along the bottom surface. As
shown in FIG. 26, on the bottom surface, the non-wound
portions 922, 923 are arranged approximately in parallel
with each other. The non-wound portions 922, 923 are
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fixed on the magnetic-body core 901, for example, by
using an adhesive agent.
[0146] As shown in FIGS. 25 and 26, while being ex-
posed from the magnetic exterior body 903, the two non-
wound portions 922, 923 are bent so as to go along the
side surfaces (corner cutoff portions 911a, 911b) of the
aforesaid electronic component.
[0147] Within the non-wound portions 922, 923, the
portions which are arranged along the bottom surface
are used as electrode portions and the portions which
are arranged along the corner cutoff portions 911a, 911b
are used as side-surface exposed-portions 922b, 923b.
Further, as shown in FIGS. 25 and 26, while being ex-
posed from the magnetic exterior body 903, the two non-
wound portions 922, 923 are bent so as to go along the
facing side surfaces of the aforesaid electronic compo-
nent in which there exist the corner cutoff portions 911a,
911b. Then, distal ends 922a, 923a of the two non-wound
portions 922, 923 are positioned in the inside of the mag-
netic exterior body 903 and sealed in and fixed at the
magnetic exterior body 903. Thus, for the side surface
facing the side surfaces at which the corner cutoff por-
tions 911a, 911b exist, side-surface exposed-portions
922c, 923c are formed. Thus, for both of the side surfaces
(corner cutoff portions 911a, 911b) on which the side-
surface exposed-portions 922b, 923b exist and the side
surface on which the side-surface exposed-portions
922c, 923c exist, it is possible to confirm solder fillets. In
addition, the distal ends 922a, 923a are sealed in and
fixed at the magnetic exterior body 903 and therefore, it
is possible to repress the tombstone phenomenon.
[0148] In addition, the magnetic exterior body 903 is a
body obtained by molding an admixture including a mag-
netic material (magnetic-powder body such as ferrite,
metal magnetic body or the like) and a resin by a prede-
termined molding method so as to cover at least the
wound portion 921 and the core portion 912.
[0149] In the example embodiment 9, as shown in
FIGS. 24 and 25, the magnetic exterior body 903 is
formed so as to completely cover the wound portion 921
of the winding wire 902, the core portion 912 of the mag-
netic-body core 901, and the upper surface and the side
surfaces (including corner cutoff portions 911a, 911b) of
the plate-shaped portion 911.
[0150] It should be noted that it is allowed to employ a
configuration in which the magnetic exterior body 903 is
to be formed without covering the side surfaces (including
corner cutoff portions 911a, 911b) of the plate-shaped
portion 911 of the magnetic-body core 901. In addition,
it is also allowed to employ a configuration in which the
magnetic exterior body 903 is formed such that the lower
end of the magnetic exterior body 903 will be positioned
at a predetermined position in the height direction of the
side surface of the magnetic-body core 901 and in which
only a portion of the side surfaces of the plate-shaped
portion 911 of the magnetic-body core 901 is to be ex-
posed.
[0151] It should be noted that it is possible to manu-

facture the electronic component according to example
embodiment 9 by similar procedures to those in the man-
ufacturing method of the electronic component according
to example embodiment 6.
[0152] Then, when the electronic component accord-
ing to example embodiment 9 is surface-mounted on a
substrate, the non-wound portions 922, 923 which are
arranged on the bottom surface are soldered on the sub-
strate and solder fillets are formed at the side-surface
exposed-portions 922b, 923b and side-surface exposed-
portions 922c, 923c.
[0153] FIG. 27 is a perspective view showing a modi-
fied example of the winding wire in the electronic com-
ponent according to the example embodiment 9 of the
present invention.
[0154] With regard to the winding wire 902 shown in
FIG. 26, the non-winding wire portions 922, 923 extend
toward directions that are approximately 180 degrees dif-
ferent from each other, but with regard to the winding
wire 951 shown in FIG. 27, the non-wound portions 962,
963 extending from the wound portion 961 extend toward
directions that are approximately 90 degrees different
from each other. For this reason, the one non-wound
portion 963 is arranged so as to extend toward the bottom
surface along a side surface which is different from the
corner cutoff portions 911a, 911b. With regard to the non-
wound portion 963, the portion extending along the side
surface is exposed from the magnetic exterior body 903
and is used as a side-surface exposed-portion 963b. The
other non-wound portion 962 is arranged similarly as the
abovementioned non-winding wire portion 922 and the
portion extending along the corner cutoff portion 911a is
used as a side-surface exposed-portion 962b. Therefore,
also in the case shown in FIG. 27, the non-winding wire
portions 962, 963 are arranged approximately in parallel
with each other for the bottom surface. Further, the non-
wound portion 963 which is used for the side-surface
exposed-portion 963b is bent at the edge between the
bottom surface and the corner cutoff portion 911b of the
magnetic-body core 901 and extends along the corner
cutoff portion 911b, in which for the non-wound portion
963, a portion thereof which extends along the corner
cutoff portion 911b is used as a side-surface exposed-
portion 963c. Further, it is allowed to employ a configu-
ration in which the distal portion of the non-wound portion
963 is bent toward the core portion 912 of the magnetic-
body core 901 and the distal end of the non-wound por-
tion 963 is sealed in and fixed at the magnetic exterior
body 903.
[0155] As described above, according to the aforesaid
example embodiment 9, the non-wound portions 922,
923 of the winding wire 902 extend along the corner cutoff
portions 911a, 911b of the plate-shaped portion 911 of
the magnetic-body core 901, and the side-surface ex-
posed-portions 922b, 923b are formed at the two facing
corners of the aforesaid electronic component. Thus, it
is possible to confirm the solder fillets at the two corners
without using electrode members which will be formed
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as separate members.
[0156] In addition, according to the aforesaid example
embodiment 9, it is possible to fine-adjust the number of
turns of the winding wire 902 by 1/4-turn at the magnetic-
body core 901 having one shape as shown in FIGS. 25
and 27.

Example Embodiment 10:

[0157] FIG. 28 is a perspective view showing an elec-
tronic component according to an example embodiment
10 of the present invention. FIG. 29 is a perspective view
showing a magnetic-body core and a winding wire in the
electronic component according to example embodiment
10 of the present invention.
[0158] The electronic component shown in FIGS. 28
and 29 is an inductor and includes a magnetic-body core
1001, a winding wire 1002, and a magnetic exterior body
1003.
[0159] The magnetic-body core 1001 includes a plate-
shaped portion 1011 having a substantially cylindrical
shape, and a core portion 1012 having a substantially
cylindrical shape which extends upward from the upper
surface of the plate-shaped portion 1011. It should be
noted that it is allowed for the plate-shaped portion 1011
and the core portion 1012 to be formed integrally as a T-
type core, or to be formed as separate bodies which are
combined together to form a T-shape one, for example,
by an adhesive agent or through an engagement struc-
ture.
[0160] The mounting face of the electronic component
according to this example embodiment is selected to be
a surface 1003a and the core portion 1012 of the mag-
netic-body core 1001 is arranged approximately in par-
allel with respect to the mounting face.
[0161] The winding wire 1002 includes a wound portion
1021 wound by the rectangular wire into an Edgewise
winding form, two non-wound portions 1022, 1023 from
the wound portion 1021 up to two distal ends 1022a,
1023a thereof. As shown in FIG. 29, the core portion
1012 of the magnetic-body core 1001 is inserted through
the wound portion 1021.
[0162] For the wound portion 1021, a rectangular wire
is wound into an Edgewise winding form in which the
layers are laminated in a spiral shape along the winding
axis.
[0163] The non-wound portions 1022, 1023 mutually
extend approximately in parallel toward a direction per-
pendicular with respect to the side surface of the mag-
netic-body core 1001, are bent and extend along the sur-
face 1003a (that is, the bottom surface of the aforesaid
electronic component) of the magnetic exterior body
1003.
[0164] Further, the non-wound portions 1022, 1023 are
bent at the edge portions of the magnetic exterior body
1003 respectively and extend along the surfaces 1003b,
1003c (that is, side surfaces of the aforesaid electronic
component). Further, the non-wound portions 1022,

1023 are bent, and the distal ends 1022a, 1023a thereof
are positioned in the inside of the magnetic exterior body
1003 and are sealed in and fixed at the magnetic exterior
body 1003.
[0165] As shown in FIG. 28, while being exposed from
the magnetic exterior body 1003, the two non-wound por-
tions 1022, 1023 are bent so as to go along the side
surface of the aforesaid electronic component. In this
manner, within the non-wound portions 1022, 1023, por-
tions which are arranged along the bottom surface are
used as electrode portions and portions which are ar-
ranged along the side surface are used as side-surface
exposed-portions 1022b, 1023b.
[0166] In addition, the magnetic exterior body 1003 is
a body obtained by molding an admixture including a
magnetic material (magnetic-powder body such as fer-
rite, metal magnetic body or the like) and a resin by a
predetermined molding method so as to cover at least
the wound portion 1021 and the core portion 1012.
[0167] In the example embodiment 10, as shown in
FIGS. 28 and 29, the magnetic exterior body 1003 is
formed so as to completely cover the wound portion 1021
of the winding wire 1002, and the core portion 1012 and
the plate-shaped portion 1011 of the magnetic-body core
1001.
[0168] It should be noted that it is possible to manu-
facture the electronic component according to example
embodiment 10 by similar procedures to those in the
manufacturing method of the electronic component ac-
cording to example embodiment 6.
[0169] Then, when the electronic component accord-
ing to example embodiment 10 is surface-mounted on a
substrate, the non-wound portions 1022, 1023 which are
arranged on the bottom surface are soldered on the sub-
strate and solder fillets are formed at the side-surface
exposed-portions 1022b, 1023b.
[0170] As described above, according to the aforesaid
example embodiment 10, the non-wound portions 1022,
1023 of the winding wire 1002 are mutually pulled out
approximately in parallel toward the bottom surface (that
is, the mounting face) of the aforesaid electronic compo-
nent, are bent toward mutually opposite directions, are
arranged along the bottom surface, are further bent, and
are arranged along the side surface. Therefore, even in
a case in which the core portion 1012 of the magnetic-
body core 1001 is arranged approximately in parallel with
the bottom surface of the aforesaid electronic compo-
nent, it is possible to confirm the solder fillets on the facing
two side surfaces of the aforesaid electronic component
without using electrode members which will be formed
as separate members.

Example Embodiment 11:

[0171] FIG. 30 is a perspective view showing a mag-
netic-body core and a winding wire in an electronic com-
ponent according to an example embodiment 11 of the
present invention. FIG. 31 is a perspective view showing
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one example of a pseudo electrode member in FIG. 30.
[0172] The electronic component shown in FIG. 30 is
an inductor and includes a magnetic-body core 1101, a
winding wire 1102, a magnetic exterior body 1103 and a
pseudo electrode member 1104.
[0173] The magnetic-body core 1101 is the same mag-
netic-body core as the abovementioned magnetic-body
core 601.
[0174] In addition, similarly as the abovementioned
magnetic exterior body 603, the magnetic exterior body
1103 is a body obtained by molding an admixture includ-
ing a magnetic material (magnetic-powder body such as
ferrite, metal magnetic body or the like) and a resin by a
predetermined molding method so as to cover at least
the wound portion 1121 and the core portion 1112.
[0175] In addition, similarly as the abovementioned
winding wire 602, the winding wire 1102 includes a wound
portion 1121 wound by a rectangular wire into an Edge-
wise winding form and two non-wound portions from the
wound portion 1121 up to two distal ends thereof. In ad-
dition, as shown in FIG. 30, the core portion 1112 of the
magnetic-body core 1101 is inserted through the wound
portion 1121.
[0176] Both of these two non-wound portions are ar-
ranged approximately in parallel with each other along a
side surface 1111a and a bottom surface of a plate-
shaped portion 1111 of the magnetic-body core 1101. In
this example embodiment, the two non-wound portions
are formed so as to be extended in the same direction.
While being exposed, the two non-wound portions are
extended from a magnetic exterior body 1103 along one
side surface 1111a and the bottom surface of the mag-
netic-body core 1101, but they are not exposed from a
side surface 1111b facing the side surface 1111a. There-
fore, in this example embodiment, the non-wound por-
tions of the winding wire 1102 are fixed on the bottom
surface of the magnetic-body core 1101, for example, by
an adhesive material.
[0177] Therefore, similarly to example embodiment 6,
the non-wound portions of the winding wire 1102 are used
as electrode portions and as side-surface exposed-por-
tions for the one side surface 1111a.
[0178] Further, on the side surface 1111b which faces
the side surface at which the side-surface exposed-por-
tions formed by the non-wound portions of the winding
wire 1102 are positioned, the pseudo electrode member
1104 is fixed on the magnetic-body core 1101, for exam-
ple, by an adhesive agent.
[0179] As shown in FIG. 31, the pseudo electrode
member 1104 includes a pseudo electrode portion 1141
having a flat-plate shape and a side-surface exposed-
portion 1142 which is extended by being stood upright
from the pseudo electrode portion 1141. The pseudo
electrode portion 1141 and the side-surface exposed-
portion 1142 are exposed from the magnetic exterior
body 1103.
[0180] The pseudo electrode portion 1141 is not con-
nected to the winding wire 1102 electrically, but it is con-

nected to the substrate at the time of the surface mount-
ing. For this reason, solder fillets are formed also at the
side-surface exposed-portion 1142 together with the
side-surface exposed-portions formed by the non-wound
portions of the winding wire 1102.
[0181] It should be noted that it is possible to manu-
facture the electronic component according to example
embodiment 11 by similar procedures to those in the
manufacturing method of the electronic component ac-
cording to example embodiment 6. However, before
forming the magnetic exterior body 1103, the pseudo
electrode portion 1141 is fixed on the magnetic-body core
1101.
[0182] As described above, according to the aforesaid
example embodiment 11, there is installed the pseudo
electrode member 1104 on the side surface facing the
side surface on which the side-surface exposed-portion
is formed by the winding wire 1102. Thus, it is possible
to repress the occurrence of the tombstone phenomenon
when mounting the aforesaid electronic component and
concurrently, it is possible to confirm the solder fillets on
the two facing side surfaces.
[0183] It should be noted that the abovementioned re-
spective example embodiments are preferable examples
of the present invention, but the present invention is not
to be limited by these examples and it is possible to em-
ploy various modifications and changes within the scope
of the present invention as defined in the appended
claims.
[0184] For example, it is allowed for the magnetic-body
core in the abovementioned example embodiments 1 to
11 to employ a ferrite core or a powder-compacted core
in which metal magnetic powders are compression-mold-
ed. In that case, particularly, for magnetic powders of the
powder-compacted core, magnetic powders of which the
main component is iron and on which silicon (Si) and
chromium (Cr) are added by 1wt% to 10wt% respectively
are preferable for usage because they are excellent in
the aspect of the rust preventive property, the relative
permeability or the like.
[0185] In addition, for example, for the rectangular wire
used for the winding wire in the abovementioned example
embodiments 1 to 11, there is used a wire having an
insulating coating, in which the insulating coating on the
electrode portion in the example embodiments 6 to 11,
the connecting portion with respect to the electrode mem-
ber in the example embodiments 1 to 5 and the like are
peeled off if necessary. It should be noted that in case
of peeling off the insulating coating of the electrode por-
tion, only the insulating coating on one surface, that is,
the surface facing the substrate of the rectangular wire
at the time of the mounting thereof is peeled off and with
regard to the opposite surface which faces the magnetic-
body core, the insulating coating thereof is not peeled
off. By doing in this manner, in the winding wire, it be-
comes difficult for the peeled-off portion to be in contact
with the magnetic exterior body and the insulation prop-
erty between the winding wire and the magnetic exterior
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body becomes excellent. However, in a case in which
the insulation properties of the magnetic-body core and
the magnetic exterior body are excellent, it is allowed for
the insulating coating to be peeled off as far as the above-
mentioned distal end side and in addition, it is allowed
for the insulating coating on the side facing the magnetic-
body core to be peeled off.
[0186] In addition, for example, for the magnetic exte-
rior body in the abovementioned example embodiments
1 to 11, there is used the same metal magnetic-powder
body as that of the corresponding magnetic-body core.
It should be noted that in order to adjust the electromag-
netic property, it is allowed, if necessary, to change the
amount of the magnetic powders or the material to be
used in the inside of the magnetic exterior body.
[0187] In addition, for the method of forming the mag-
netic exterior body in the abovementioned example em-
bodiments 1 to 11, there are used such a method in which:
(a1) a magnetic-body core attached with a winding wire
is arranged in the inside of a mold, (a2) the inside of the
mold is filled with a slurry-state admixture including a
magnetic material and a resin and (a3) by thermally cur-
ing the slurry-state admixture filled in the inside of the
mold, a magnetic exterior body is formed; a method in
which: (b1) a magnetic-body core attached with a winding
wire is arranged in the inside of a mold, (b2) the inside
of the mold is filled with a putty-state admixture including
a magnetic material and a resin, (b3) by thermally curing
the putty-state admixture filled in the inside of the mold,
a magnetic exterior body is formed; a method in which:
(c1) a magnetic-body core attached with a winding wire
is arranged in the inside of a mold, (c2) the inside of the
mold is filled with an admixture including a magnetic ma-
terial and a resin, (c3) the admixture filled in the inside
of the mold is compression-molded, (c4) the admixture
and the magnetic-body core attached with the winding
wire after the compression molding are taken out from
the mold and are thermally cured, in which the admixture
after the compression molding is made to be a magnetic
exterior body; and the like.
[0188] In addition, the electronic component according
to the aforesaid example embodiments 1 to 11 is an in-
ductor, but it is also allowed to employ an element which
includes a similar magnetic-body core, a similar winding
wire and a similar magnetic exterior body or to employ
an electronic component in which other elements are
formed together with the magnetic-body core and the
winding wire in a single package. Such an electronic com-
ponent includes also an electronic component, such as,
for example, a DC-DC converter, which includes an IC
(Integrated Circuit) chip, a capacitor, a circuit board and
the like. For example, with regard to the DC-DC convert-
er, the elements such as a magnetic-body core on which
there is assembled a winding wire formed by a rectan-
gular wire as mentioned above, an IC chip and the like
are mounted on a PCB substrate, in which they are
sealed by a magnetic exterior body as mentioned above.
At that time, it is possible to use the abovementioned

electrode members as the terminals of the DC-DC con-
verter.
[0189] In addition, with regard to the electronic com-
ponent according to the aforesaid example embodiments
1 to 11, the core portion of the magnetic-body core is
protruded upward from the most upper surface of the
wound portion of the winding wire, but it is allowed to
form the core portion of the magnetic-body core to be
lower than the most upper surface of the wound portion
of the winding wire. In addition, it is enough if the height
of the core portion of magnetic-body core is set corre-
sponding to the requested inductance value.
[0190] In addition, in the aforesaid example embodi-
ments 1 to 11, a rectangular wire is used for the winding
wire, but it is allowed to use a round wire if necessary.
In addition, also with regard to the winding methods of
the winding wire, they are not limited by the methods
described in the aforesaid example embodiments 1 to
11, and it is possible, with regard to the rectangular wire,
to employ methods such as Flatwise-winding, Edgewise
winding and the like for the multi layers (two layers, three
layers, four layers or the like) appropriately if necessary,
and with regard to the round wire, it is possible to employ
methods such as an alignment-winding, an alpha-wind-
ing and the like appropriately if necessary. In addition,
for the aforesaid example embodiments 1 to 11, the
number of turns of the winding wire is determined corre-
sponding to the inductance value or the like which is re-
quested for the aforesaid electronic component.
[0191] In addition, for the aforesaid example embodi-
ments 6 to 11, it is allowed to employ a configuration in
which at the place at which the non-wound portion of the
winding wire is arranged for at least one of the side sur-
face and the bottom surface of the magnetic-body core,
there is formed a concave portion or a groove having a
shape such as that of the abovementioned concave por-
tion 411a, 411b and the non-wound portion is to be ar-
ranged in the inside of the concave portion or the groove
thereof. In case of employing such a configuration, the
positioning of the non-wound portion becomes easy.
[0192] In addition, for the aforesaid example embodi-
ments 1 to 11, it is allowed to employ a configuration in
which the magnetic exterior body covers only a portion
of the side surfaces of the plate-shaped portion of the
magnetic-body core and at that time, with regard to the
electrode members and the winding wire which are used
at the abovementioned side-surface exposed-portions,
it is allowed to employ such a configuration in which the
magnetic exterior body seals only a portion of the plate-
shaped portion of the magnetic-body core, the electrode
members and the winding wire such that only the portions
along the side surfaces of the plate-shaped portion of the
magnetic-body core are to be exposed.
[0193] Preferred embodiments of the invention are
specified in the following paragraphs:

(1) An electronic component which includes a first
side-surface and a second side-surface facing the
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first side-surface, comprising:

a magnetic-body core including a plate-shaped
portion and a core portion which extends from
the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion;
a winding wire which includes a wound portion
wound by a rectangular wire and two non-wound
portions extending from the wound portion up to
two distal ends, and of which the core portion is
inserted through the wound portion;
a magnetic exterior body which covers at least
the wound portion and the core portion;
a first electrode member including a first side-
surface exposed-portion which is exposed along
the first side-surface; and
a second electrode member including a second
side-surface exposed-portion which is exposed
along the second side-surface, wherein
the first side-surface exposed-portion includes
a first connecting portion which extends along
the height direction of the first side-surface,
the first connecting portion is connected to one
of the non-wound portions,
the second side-surface exposed-portion in-
cludes a second connecting portion which ex-
tends along the height direction of the second
side-surface, and
the second connecting portion is connected to
the other of the non-wound portions.

(1a) In the electronic component according
to the preceding paragraph (1), the wound
portion may be wound by a rectangular wire
into a Flatwise winding form.
(1b) In the electronic component according
to preceding paragraph (1) or (1a), the non-
wound portions may be pulled-out toward
the corners of the magnetic-core body.
(1c) In the electronic component according
to preceding paragraph (1), (1a) or (1b), the
magnetic exterior body may include an ad-
mixture of a magnetic material and a resin.
(1d) In the electronic component according
to preceding paragraph (1), (1a), (1b) or
(1c), the lower end of the magnetic exterior
body may be located at a predetermined po-
sition in the height direction of the side sur-
face of the plate-shaped portion of the mag-
netic-body core.
(1e) In the electronic component according
to preceding paragraphs (1) through (1d),
there may be a height difference between
locations at which the non-wound portions
exit from the magnetic exterior body.
(1f) in the electronic component according
to preceding paragraphs (1) through (1e),
distal ends of the connecting portions may
be are bent 180 degrees so as to wrap the

distal ends of the non-wound portions sep-
arately.
(1g) In the electronic component according
to preceding paragraphs (1) through (1f),
the first or the second connecting portion
may extend from the center of the first or
second side-surface exposed-portion.

(2) An electronic component which includes a first
side-surface and a second side-surface facing the
first side-surface, comprising:

a magnetic-body core including a plate-shaped
portion and a core portion which extends from
the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion;
a winding wire which includes a wound portion
wound by a rectangular wire and two non-wound
portions extending from the wound portion up to
two distal ends, and of which the core portion is
inserted through the wound portion;
a magnetic exterior body having a substantially
rectangular-parallelepiped shape which covers
at least the wound portion and the core portion;
a first electrode member including a first side-
surface exposed-portion which is exposed along
the first side-surface; and
a second electrode member including a second
side-surface exposed-portion which is exposed
along the second side-surface, wherein
the first electrode member includes a first con-
necting portion extending in the height direction
of the electronic component inside at any corner
within the four corners of the bottom surface of
the magnetic exterior body,
the first connecting portion is connected to one
of the non-wound portions,
the second electrode member includes a sec-
ond connecting portion extending in the height
direction of the electronic component inside at
another corner within the four corners of the bot-
tom surface of the magnetic exterior body, and
the second connecting portion is connected to
the other of the non-wound portions.

(3) An electronic component which includes a first
side-surface and a second side-surface facing the
first side-surface, comprising:

a magnetic-body core including a plate-shaped
portion and a core portion which extends from
the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion;
a winding wire which includes a wound portion
wound by a rectangular wire into an Edgewise
winding form and two non-wound portions ex-
tending from the wound portion up to two distal
ends, and of which the core portion is inserted
through the wound portion;
a magnetic exterior body which covers at least
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the wound portion and the core portion;
a first electrode member including a first side-
surface exposed-portion which is exposed along
the first side-surface; and
a second electrode member including a second
side-surface exposed-portion which is exposed
along the second side-surface, wherein
the first electrode member is connected to one
of the non-wound portions, and
the second electrode member is connected to
the other of the non-wound portions.

(4) An electronic component which includes a bottom
surface, a first side-surface and a second side-sur-
face facing the first side-surface, comprising:

a magnetic-body core including a plate-shaped
portion and a core portion which extends from
the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion;
a winding wire which includes a wound portion
wound by a rectangular wire into an Edgewise
winding form and two non-wound portions ex-
tending from the wound portion up to two distal
ends, and of which the core portion is inserted
through the wound portion; and
a magnetic exterior body which covers at least
the wound portion and the core portion, wherein
the two non-wound portions are respectively ar-
ranged along at least one of the bottom surface,
the first side-surface and the second side-sur-
face, and
the portion arranged along the bottom surface
at the two non-wound portions is an electrode.

(5) The electronic component according to the pre-
ceding paragraph, and further comprising:

a pseudo electrode member having a side-sur-
face exposed-portion which is exposed along
the first side-surface, wherein
the two non-wound portions are arranged along
the bottom surface and along the second side-
surface respectively.

[Industrial Applicability]

[0194] The present invention is applicable, for exam-
ple, to an electronic component including a magnetic-
body core and a winding wire.
[0195] Having described preferred embodiments of the
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings,
it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to
those precise embodiments and that various changes
and modifications could be effected therein by one skilled
in the art without departing from the invention as defined
in the appended claims.

Claims

1. An electronic component which includes a bottom
surface, and a plurality of side-surfaces, comprising:

a magnetic-body core (601; 801; 901) including
a plate-shaped portion (611; 811; 911) and a
core portion (612; 812; 912) which extends from
the upper surface of the plate-shaped portion
(611;811;911);
a winding wire (602; 802; 902) which includes a
wound portion (621; 821; 921) wound by a rec-
tangular wire into an Edgewise winding form and
two non-wound portions (622, 623; 822, 823;
922, 923) extending from the wound portion
(621; 821; 921) up to two distal ends (622a,
623a; 822a, 823a; 922a, 923a), and of which
the core portion (612; 812; 912) is inserted
through the wound portion (621; 821; 921); and
a magnetic exterior body (603; 803; 903) which
covers at least the wound portion (621; 821; 921)
and the core portion (612; 812; 912), wherein
the two non-wound portions (622, 623; 822, 823;
922, 923) are respectively arranged along the
bottom surface, and at least one of the side-sur-
faces, and
the portions arranged along the bottom surface
of the two non-wound portions (622, 623; 822,
823; 922, 923) are electrodes.

2. The electronic component according to Claim 1,

wherein the plate-shaped portion (611; 811;
911) and the core portion (612; 812; 912) of the
magnetic-body core (601; 801; 901) are formed
as separate bodies which are combined togeth-
er to form the magnetic-body core (601; 801;
901).

3. The electronic component according to Claim 1 or 2,

wherein one of the two non-wound portions
(622, 623; 822, 823; 922, 923) is arranged along
one of side-surfaces of the plate-shaped portion
(611; 811; 911), a bottom surface of the plate-
shaped portion (611; 811; 911) and another one
of the side-surfaces of the plate-shaped portion
(611; 811; 911), and
wherein while being exposed from the magnetic
exterior body (603, 803, 903), the two non-
wound portions (622, 623; 822, 823; 922, 923)
are bent so as to go along the side surfaces of
the electronic component.

4. The electronic component according to anyone of
Claims 1 to 3,

wherein the two non-wound portions (622, 623;
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822, 823; 922, 923) are arranged along a first
side-surfaces of the plate-shaped portion (611;
811; 911), a bottom surface of the plate-shaped
portion (611; 811; 911) and a second side-sur-
faces of the plate-shaped portion (611; 811;
911).

5. The electronic component according to Claim 4,

wherein both ends (622a, 623a; 822a, 823a;
922a, 923a) of the two non-wound portions (622,
623; 822, 823; 922, 923) are positioned near the
second side-surface of the plate-shaped portion
(611; 811; 911).

6. The electronic component according to anyone of
Claims 1 to 3,

wherein a first non-wound portion (622; 822;
922) is arranged along a first side-surfaces of
the plate-shaped portion (611; 811; 911), a bot-
tom surface of the plate-shaped portion (611;
811; 911) and a second side-surfaces of the
plate-shaped portion (611; 811; 911), and
a second non-wound portion (623; 823; 923) is
arranged along a third side-surfaces of the plate-
shaped portion (611; 811; 911), the bottom sur-
face of the plate-shaped portion (611; 811; 911)
and the second side-surfaces of the plate-
shaped portion (611; 811; 911).

7. The electronic component according to Claim 6,
both ends (622a, 623a; 822a, 823a; 922a, 923a) of
the two non-wound portions (622, 623; 822, 823;
922, 923) are positioned near the second side-sur-
face of the plate-shaped portion (611; 811; 911).

8. The electronic component according to anyone of
Claims 1 to 3,
wherein a first non-wound portion (622, 822, 922) is
arranged along a first side-surfaces of the plate-
shaped portion (611; 811; 911), a bottom surface of
the plate-shaped portion (611; 811; 911) and a sec-
ond side-surfaces of the plate-shaped portion (611;
811; 911), and
a second non-wound portion (623; 823; 923) is ar-
ranged along a third side-surfaces of the plate-
shaped portion (611; 811; 911), the bottom surface
of the plate-shaped portion (611; 811; 911) and the
first side-surfaces of the plate-shaped portion (611;
811; 911).

9. The electronic component according to Claim 8,
an end (622a; 822a; 922a) of the first non-wound
portion (622; 822; 922) is positioned near the second
side-surface of the plate-shaped portion (611; 811;
911), and
an end (623a; 823a; 923a) of the second non-wound

portion (623; 823; 923) is positioned near the first
side-surface of the plate-shaped portion (611; 811;
911).

10. The electronic component according to anyone of
Claims 1 to 9,
wherein at least one of the non-wound portions (622,
623; 822, 823) has a step portion (622c, 623c) be-
tween the winding wire portion (621; 821) and one
of side surfaces of the magnetic exterior body (603;
803).

11. The electronic component according to anyone of
Claims 3 to 10,
wherein heights of side-surface exposed-portions of
the non-wound portions (622, 623; 822, 823; 922,
923) at the same side surface of the magnetic exte-
rior body (603; 803; 903) are designed to be identical
to each other.

12. The electronic component according to anyone of
Claims 3 to 10,
wherein heights of side-surface exposed-portions of
the non-wound portions (622, 623) at the same side
surface of the magnetic exterior body (603) are de-
signed to be different.

13. The electronic component according to anyone of
Claims 3 to 10,
wherein a first height of a first side-surface exposed-
portion of the non-wound portions (622, 623; 822,
823; 922, 923) at a first side surface of the magnetic
exterior body (603, 803, 903) is designed to be iden-
tical to a second height of a second side-surface ex-
posed-portion of the non-wound portions (622, 623;
822, 823; 922, 923) at a second side surface of the
magnetic exterior body (603; 803; 903).
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